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The research, entitled "An Analysis of Slang Used in Pitch Perfect Movie" is intended to find the type and meaning of slang word in Pitch Perfect movie. Sources of research data obtained from transcripts in the film Pitch Perfect. Pitch Perfect is American musical comedy movie produced by Jansoon Moore 2012.

This research includes qualitative research in the form of writing or analysis as a form of research. The research design used is to describe and collect data one by one word slang and also the phases found from Pitch Perfect film by using some slang dictionary and slang related theory.

The results show that there are three types of slang namely, Society slang, public house slang and public school and university. 6 words society slang, 2 words public house slang, and 2 words public school and university. Then show the results of clarification and research in the form of slang and phrase that exist in the film Pitch Perfect. Examples are Dixie chicks, travesty, totes, guys dude and aca- people of form word, hands in, calling it, and aca- sucse me of form phrase.
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